MUSIC PORT
NV-MPS4V2 | Nuvo

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Bring an entire world of music to your home through the revolutionary Music Port. An endless variety of music options through Internet Radio and your own digital audio collection means you are always just a click away from your favorite selection, and with four simultaneous source streams, everybody is kept happy.

- Four simultaneous sources of audio from a single unit so everyone, everywhere, has their choice.
- Room for thousands of songs on a 320GB Internal hard drive.
- Tap directly into the largest portal of music with access to streaming online content from SiriusXM, Pandora, Rhapsody, Spotify, Slacker Radio and thousands more online radio stations.
- Everyone’s own personal collection of music is always available; the Music Port® automatically syncs with all network PCs and with the Cloud, so your music is with you wherever you are.
- Displays Song and Album information on Nuvo controllers for easy control and navigation of your online music.
- Legrand recommends use of MPS4 with libraries of less than 30,000 song files to insure optimum performance.

*Streaming services subject to geographic availability.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Discontinued: Yes
Audio Source: Pandora, SiriusXM, Rhapsody, Last.fm, TuneIn

DIMENSIONS
Overall Dimensions (Metric): 4.4cm H x 43cm W x 25cm D
Overall Dimensions (US): 1.75” H x 17” W x 9.875” D
Primary Packaging Weight (Metric): 5.44kg
Product Weight (Metric): 2.6kg

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Power Requirements: 85-265VAC 50/60Hz
Capacity: 320GB